CSR’s electric low-floor city bus that measures 12 meters in length and uses self-developed powertrain and compatible lithium-ion battery. This is a high end bus for both domestic and foreign market with the chassis and body structures made with Q700 high strength steel and a curb weight that’s even lighter than some aluminum competitive aluminum products.

**CSR**

**TEG-6129-BEV**

CSR’s electric low-floor city bus that meets 12 meters in length and uses self-developed powertrain and compatible lithium-ion battery. This is a high end bus for both domestic and foreign market with the chassis and body structures made with Q700 high strength steel and a curb weight that’s even lighter than some aluminum competitive aluminum products.

**Category:** Full Vehicle

**Application:** 2015/2016 TEG-6129-BEV

**Weight Savings:** 1102 lbs lighter than parts made with steel

**Methodology:** Material Replacement